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A deceptively simple book that reads like 
an artist’s book of days, The Creative Life 
demonstrates how Julia Cameron walks all the 
talking she did in her landmark book The Artist’s 
Way, and the subsequent Walking in This World 

and Finding Water, which stand as a creative process trio.

   It’s all here, rolled into her day to day life in Manhattan, the Morning Pages, 
Artist Dates and outdoor walks. These are the wells that help to nourish 
Cameron, and create a sense of balance from which she can draw inspiration. 

   In the book’s opening passage, Cameron writes:
   “The artist’s life can be tumultuous, and yet I chose it – and choose 
it again on a daily basis. So much of our mythology around creativity 
portrays the artist as a loner. The truth is far more colorful. Instead of 
being a solo act, the artist’s life involves many. It could be said that ‘it 
takes a village.’ Meeting my ‘village’ will help the reader to identify his 
own.”

   She lifts the veil and invites the reader into her living room for her weekly piano 
lessons and to share a booth in a plethora of restaurants, from her neighborhood 
haunts on the Upper West Side, to Chicago and London. We witness the lunches 
and dinners where Cameron, often accompanied by her longtime collaborator, 
Emma Lively, meets with producers, directors, agents, editors and publishers. 

   We see her deftly assemble her professional and personal tribes, most often 
smudging the lines between the two, as she teaches, mentors, collaborates and is 
mentored back, by her valued “believing mirrors”, other artists who provide vital 
feedback and support. Along with an artistic community that acts as a compass, 
keeping her on task and aligned to her true North.

   Cameron offers us a seat in her classroom as she sets about teaching a 12-
week Artist’s Way course and a shorter but intense session based on her book 
The Right to Write. We see the veteran writing instructor struggle as she wades 
her way through “a batch of guest skeptics” that have gotten themselves off 
course, thinking creativity is a product of the intellect. 

   She paints a portrait of a working writer, honing her craft for forty-three 
years, producing more than thirty books. How, one wonders, is it possible after 
all her success, an inner critic, Nigel, still lurks in the corridors of her mind? The 
judgmental bloke sends Cameron hurtling into a meeting with her publisher to blurt 
that four times she has tried to write a book, and four times she has done poorly. 

   Much more supportive than Nigel, her publisher Joel Fotinos, offers Cameron 
an extension on her deadline, which he promptly reneges after she digs out her 
notebook and reads him a few passages.

   Fearing she has lost her voice and unable to find a genre for what she is 
birthing, Cameron flounders. Fotinos reels her in. “You know what you’re doing, 
don’t you… You’re writing a creative diary. You’re letting us see up close and 
personal how you work your toolkit… Don’t stop. Don’t take an extension, just 
keep going: keep on doing exactly what you’re doing. You’ve got a book on your 
hands,” the publisher informs his, now elated writer.

   Applying some Twelve Step tools, from her three decades of sobriety, to her 
creative life, Cameron has adopted an “easy does it” approach to her craft.

   When a producer compliments Cameron and Lively on being prolific, the author 
shares her insight that the secret is never to throw anything away. “ What we 
can’t master today, we might well master tomorrow. Our skills may catch up to 
our vision after all,” she writes. The initial spark, getting stuck, working through 
it, it’s all part of the process, she offers.

   Anyone who puts pen or notes or brush on paper, freezes an image in a 
viewfinder with a click, choreographs steps not yet taken, or opens their 
mouth to sing a new song, owes a debt of gratitude to Cameron, who takes 
us by the hand and shines a light on the path ahead. She not only opens 
herself as a creative divining rod, she has the audacity and courage to tell 
the tales of doing so, from baby steps to leaps of faith, without a net.
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Book Review by Teresa Piccari

   For those of you who have taken some type of Shamanic training and for 
those of you who are new to the experience there is a new book and CD set 
released by author Sandra Ingerman. 

   You'll find insights from other Shamanic Practitioners such as Tom 
Cowan, Jose Stevens and Alberto Villiodo. These Shamanic elders present a 
comprehensive manual for making indigenous teaching available so that we can 
experience them in our daily lives, supporting our healing and spiritual growth. 

   You can gain insight into why Shamanism is still relevant in today's world. 
Learn the art of the Shamanic Journey, connecting with your spirit guides, 
support in healing self and the world. 

   To accompany this newest release Sandra has created an audio of 2 CD's 
which contain seven guided journey's to help you connect to your helping 
spirit guides and explore the Shamanic realms. Whether you live in Maine or 

Connecticut, Vermont or New Hampshire there are wonderful practitioners 
who have studied with Sandra and the elder Shamanic Practitioners featured 
in Awaken to the Spirit World. They offer classes from a few hours introducing 
you the journey practice to intensive trainings to delve deeper into the study of 
shamanism and yourself. 

   The Shamanic journey experience is one that has opened many doors for 
people within their healing and can bring a profound sense of self to one. 

   Try our Sandra's latest book and if you find that you have an interest, 
perhaps you'll find a practitioner who can help you expand your experience of 
this world's reality. 

   You can connect with Sandra Ingerman via her website, 
www.sandraingerman.com, Twitter, Facebook and her blog: 
http://bit.ly/88nKyd to learn more about her Trainings and appearances. 
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